
Great Danes: American vs Euro

The issue of American Danes vs Euro Danes is a sore spot for Great Dane breeders who seek to 
promote quality in the breeding of purebred Great Danes and to bring their natural qualities 
to perfection. The Great Dane is the Apollo of dogs. The breed is governed by a written 
standard which is an official document describing the ideal specimen of a particular breed. 
American Great Danes are judged by the American Kennel Club (AKC) Breed Standard, and 
European Great Danes are judged by the Federation Cynologique Internationale (FCI) Breed 
Standard. Euro Danes are poorly bred dogs that do not follow either breed standard. 

Euro Danes and European Great Danes are not the same. Euro Danes are a hyper-type 
“designer dog” being pumped out by irresponsible breeders who are simply driven by greed. 
They will tell you that this is how European Great Danes look but that is simply not true. 
European Great Danes bred by reputable responsible breeders conform to the FCI Breed 
Standard which is close enough to the AKC Breed Standard that those dogs could come to our 
country and win in our show rings alongside our American Danes. Euro Danes are a fad 
“designer dog” with exaggerated features. 

Euro Dane 

The exaggerated features of the Euro Dane 
can cause health issues. Some common 
problems may include eye disease caused by 
loose droopy eyelids and bone disease 
caused by bad structure.  

 

American Great Dane 

Although a responsibly bred dog is not 
guaranteed to be free of health problems, 
the likelihood is much greater that you will 
have a dog that is physically and mentally 
sound. Responsible breeders carefully select 
a breeding pair with the intent to eliminate 
or minimize faults and promote true breed 
type and superior health. 
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Why Do People Want Euro Danes? 

The feedback I have gotten from people who have or want Euro Danes is that they love the 
bulkier Mastiff type dog. Mastiffs are a wonderful breed! If that is what you like, please seek 
out a reputable Mastiff breeder for a well bred puppy or adult dog. The structural faults and 
extremes of the hyper-type Euro Danes can lead to costly health disasters. Purchasing a 
poorly bred hyper-type Euro Dane only opens you up to the risk of huge vet expenses and 
emotional heartbreak. Responsible breeders ensure that their breeding stock is physically and 
mentally sound and they are always trying to produce a better generation of dogs. Doesn’t it 
make good sense to buy from a responsible breeder?  

How can you tell a reputable responsible breeder from an irresponsible backyard breeder? 
Listed below are only a few of the differences.  

I encourage you to read the Breed Standards for both the Great Dane and the Mastiff to 
decide which breed is the right fit for you and your family. Once that decision is made, please 
find a reputable responsible breeder who can match you with the perfect puppy or adult dog. 
It just makes good sense. 

The AKC Great Dane Breed Standard can be found online at https://images.akc.org/pdf/
breeds/standards/GreatDane.pdf  

The AKC Mastiff Breed Standard can be found online at https://images.akc.org/pdf/breeds/
standards/Mastiff.pdf 

Reputable Responsible Breeders Irresponsible Backyard Breeders

Obtain Championship titles on their dogs 
whenever possible. Dog shows are an 
evaluation of breeding stock. However, a 
Championship title is not the only deciding 
factor of whether a dog should be bred.

Rarely or never show their dogs.

Carefully select a breeding pair to produce 
puppies who are better specimens of the 
breed, always striving to correct faults and 
maintain good temperaments.

Select a breeding pair that is convenient, 
giving no thought to whether the breeding 
pair compliment each other or are even 
worthy of being bred. Pays no attention to 
temperament issues.

Obtain health certifications in an effort to 
produce healthy puppies. This does not 
guarantee that puppies will not develop 
health problems but it does help breeders 
rule out dogs who should not be bred and/or 
whether special considerations should be 
taken into account when selecting a 
breeding pair.

No health testing and are not always truthful 
about their breeding stock.

Lifetime support and mentoring, and will 
take a dog back in the event you can no 
longer keep it.

May offer some support and mentoring, but 
rarely will take a dog back.
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